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Abstract
The plunging wave impacts on a box-shape structure are investigated experimentally and numerically,
focusing on three typical scenarios with distinct features, i.e. the wave impact occurs after, upon and before
wave breaking. In the experiments, the plunging wave is generated by a piston-type wave maker whose
motion is governed by the focused wave theory. The fixed box-shape structure mimics the offshore platform
structures. Measured are the wave elevations at typical positions, the wave impact pressures on the front
and bottom (violent impact is very likely to occur) of the platform, and the wave profiles of the transient
wave impact process. The experiment identifies the pressure maximums both on the front and bottom walls
under three different wave impacts. The pressure oscillation along the front wall is observed and analyzed
by examining the evolution of air cavity. The experimental parameters and dimensions including the actual
wave maker motion signal was inputted into the numerical model to reproduce the same case. Numerical
simulations using an improved immersed boundary method are compared with the experimental results
with roughly good agreements being achieved. Besides, numerical pressure distributions along the front and
bottom walls are presented to find different modes of wave impact. Finally, the maximal pressures on the
front wall of the box-shape structure are normalized by two approaches, and compared with the documented
maximal pressure ranges.
Keywords: Plunging wave, Pressure oscillation, Wave impact, Box-shape structure, Immersed boundary
method
1. Introduction1
As the global environment changes, extreme wave events may occur more frequently. With huge destruc-2
tive power, those extreme waves can cause catastrophic damages to the offshore and coastal structures. The3
extreme wave impact process is quite complicated and still a challenging topic in the CFD (Computational4
Fluid Dynamics) community. In some circumstances, the extreme wave entraps some air, which seems to5
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significantly affect the local wave impact characteristics (Chan, 1994, Wood Deborah et al., 2000, Bredmose6
et al., 2010). The highly non-linear water-air interaction makes this problem more complicated.7
Extensive researchers have devoted their efforts to investigating the characteristics of wave impact. Black-8
more and Hewson (1984) measured the impact pressure on Ilfracombe seawall in the field under broken waves9
and found that the pressure was lower than those measured in the scaled experiments. The phenomenon10
is ascribed to the high-percentage of air cavity. To account for the air volume fraction during an air en-11
trapment process well, Blackmore and Hewson (1984) introduced a factor λ in the prediction of pressure p12
under broken waves with an expression: p = λρC2T , where ρ, C and T are the water density, wave celerity13
and wave period respectively. As the experiment cannot scale the high percentage of air entrained in the14
wave by the Froude scaling law, it captured the relatively higher pressure value than the field observation.15
Thus, the factor in the model test (1∼10) is generally larger λ than that in the field observation (0.1∼0.5).16
The larger λ means more percentage of air is entrained in the wave, which can cause higher pressure. Chan17
(1994) examined the pressure on a vertical wall subjected to the plunging wave impact. They concluded that18
the impact pressure consists of two components: one related to normal wave evolution and the other one19
determined by the air trapped. In the simulation of plunging wave on a vertical wall in Wood Deborah et al.20
(2000), the presence of air did not prolong the peak pressure, but enlarged the magnitude of its impulse on21
the structure.22
Bullock et al. (2007) studied the wave impact on vertical and sloping walls experimentally, and found23
that the characteristics of wave impact are highly dependent on the breaking condition. Particularly, this24
study classified four different types of wave impact, i.e. slightly-breaking, low aeration, high-aeration and25
broken wave impact. Considering one type of wave impact, in Bredmose et al. (2010), the experimental and26
numerical simulations (the potential flow theory) for a flip-through wave impact on a typical seawall were27
conducted. The results indicated that the impact pressure is extremely sensitive to the shape of impact28
wave. Cuomo et al. (2010) conducted an experimental study on a vertical wall connected by a slope, who29
normalized the pressure by ρgHD (g is the acceleration of gravity and HD is the designed wave height). The30
experimental maximal normalized parameter of ρgHD was almost 4.5. Bredmose et al. (2015) continued to31
investigate the breaking impact on a typical wall and examined the effect of aeration. It found that more32
aeration reduces the impact pressure and force on the wall.33
For a simplification of a front wall of an FPSO (Floating Production Storage and Offloading) hull,34
modeling a unidirectional breaking wave impacting a rigid wall was conducted in Guilcher et al. (2013) by35
the SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) method. The results of two different scales were compared36
with each other. The experiment at the scale 1:6 showed a higher pressure maximum in the aeration area37
than that at the scale 1:1. This conclusion was also applied to the frequency of pressure oscillations. Smaller38
scale experiment captured higher pressure value, which agreed with the conclusion in Blackmore and Hewson39
(1984). With a Consistent Particle Method (CPM), Luo et al. (2016) simulated the dam break in a tank. The40
pressures on the vertical boundary wall of the tank were recorded, indicating that the pressure oscillation is41
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closely linked with the compression or expansion of air pocket. For a better understanding of mechanics of42
breaking wave impact, Hu et al. (2017) modeled four types of wave impact (slightly-breaking, flip-through,43
large air pocket and broken wave impact) on a truncated wall in the numerical and experimental flumes.44
Among four types of wave impact, the flip-through impact captured the highest pressure value.45
In addition to the impact on the vertical wall, there are some papers focusing on the bottom of a structure.46
Ren et al. (2006) investigated the flow field underneath a thin plate and impact pressure on the bottom wall.47
The correlation between the impact pressure and water velocity was examined. Gao et al. (2012) studied the48
regular wave impact on the bottom of a thin plate with an improved SPH method. The velocity and pressure49
field near the structure were investigated. The pressure field along the bottom surface remained stable under50
the regular wave condition. Abdussamie et al. (2016) adopted a thick deck (simplification of a tension leg51
platform) to study the wave impact, but they only focused on the impact event over the bottom wall. The52
static set-down of the deck had a significant effect on the loads over the bottom surface of deck. Qin et al.53
(2017) carried out a numerical simulation of nonlinear freak wave impact underneath a fixed horizontal 2D54
deck. It observed that under the freak wave conditions, large wave impact may happen with a relatively big55
deck clearance (e.g. the survival draft of deep-sea platforms). It also found a strong effect of deck clearance56
on the loads over the bottom wall of deck.57
Most of the above-mentioned studies investigated the wave impacts on a vertical wall or on the bottom58
surface of thin plate structures. For the box-shape structures such as the oil/gas platform, the wave impacts59
on both the top and bottom of the structure are critical factors, which should be comprehensively considered60
in the design. In this context, this study investigates the typical extreme wave impacts on the bottom and61
front wall of a fixed box-shape structure, through carefully controlled experiments and numerical simulations,62
which has been rarely investigated before. The characteristics of the wave impact pressure under different63
wave impact scenarios with quite small time intervals are focused. More importantly, the oscillation of wave64
impact pressure on the front wall of the structure is observed and its correlation with the air entrapment65
is explored, which is so far not well understood. The experimental elevations and pressures are employed66
to validate the numerical method (immersed boundary method, Yan et al. (2018)). Using the validated67
numerical method, the impact pressure distributions on the front and bottom walls of the structure are68
investigated. The peak pressure values are analyzed and found to be located within the range documented69
by Blackmore and Hewson (1984) and Cuomo et al. (2010).70
2. Experimental investigation71
2.1. Experimental setup72
An experimental study is conducted in the ferrocement wave flume (36 m × 2 m × 1.3 m) in the hydraulic73
laboratory at National University of Singapore. Waves are generated by a piston type wave paddle. The74
downstream end of the wave flume is a sloping beach that absorbs wave and hence minimizes the wave75
reflection. The platform structure is a hollow box of 0.12 m height and of 0.5 m length (along the wave76
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flume direction), made of perspex of 10 mm thickness. The platform is of width 1.95 m and installed in the77
middle of the wave flume. Hence there is a 2.5 cm gap at each side of the platform from the flume wall (for78
ease of structure installation). The ratio of the gap distance to the flume width is 1.25 %. Such a small gap79
has a limited influence on the wave motion. In addition, the influences exist mainly near the flume wall.80
Therefore, the wave motion near the flume center can be reasonably assumed to be two-dimensional (2D).81
Considering that all the measurements of wave elevations and pressures are on the center line of the wave82
flume, the gaps at both sides and the water entered do not produce significant nonlinear forces that differ83
from a perfect 2D case. Stiffeners are added in the platform to stiffen the walls of the platform, ensuring84
that the platform performs as a rigid body. The platform is fixed by a vertical support plate, which is85
supported by a steel frame from the downstream side. The maximum lateral deflection of the platform86
was around 2 mm, being very small compared to the structure dimension. In addition, the frequency of87
the structural lateral deflection (around 1 Hz) is more than one order of magnitude away from those of the88
pressure responses on the platform (the values can be seen from Figs. 5 and 7). Therefore, the effect of the89
tiny structural deflection on the pressure and force responses on the structure is negligible. The bottom of90
the platform is 0.749 m from the flume bottom, 0.049 m above the mean water level. The front wall of the91
platform is 13.771 m from the initial position of the wave paddle (see Fig. 1(a)). Four ATM.1ST analogy92
gauge pressure sensors of measurement range 0.1 bar (accuracy is 0.1 % full scale and response time is less93
than 1 millisecond) are installed on the upstream part of the platform to measure the extreme wave impact94
pressures at typical positions. Their positions are shown in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(d): FP1 and FP2 at the95
front, and BP1 and BP2 at the bottom. To measure the wave elevations, three wave gauges are installed at96
6.694 m, 9.459 m and 10.904 m respectively from the wave paddle on the center line of the wave flume. A97
high-speed camera is placed perpendicular to the glass wall of the wave flume, near the platform, to capture98
the transient wave motion.99
2.2. Plunging wave generation100
The plunging wave is generated using the focused wave theory. The basic idea is that a group of linear101
waves with different frequencies propagate at different velocities and their crests occur simultaneously at102
a specified point in space and time, producing a large amplitude wave, which will develop into a plunging103
breaker subsequently. By superposition of all wave components, the wave elevations with space x and time104




aicos [ki(xi − xf ) − 2πfi(t− tf )] . (1)
The meanings of those variables in Eq. 1 are presented in Table 1. The theoretical amplitude of the focused106
wave at the focusing position is the summation of ai (0.197 m for the three wave cases), but the actual107
wave amplitude is smaller than this value because of wave nonlinearity. Three wave impact scenarios are108


















Figure 1: Schematic view and dimension of the experimental setup (unit: m): (a) plan view; (b) platform and sensor
hole positions; (c) section view of the platform; (d) bottom wall of the platform.
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Table 1: Plunging wave parameters
Water depth d 0.7m
Number of wave components N 32
Frequency band [fmin, fmax] [0.32Hz, 0.96Hz]
Amplitude of the i-th component ai 0.0061m (Chan, 1994)
Frequency of the i-th component fi Uniformly selected in the frequency band
Wave number of the i-th component ki Computed by dispersion equation
Characteristics wave frequency f = (fmin + fmax)/2 0.64Hz
Characteristics wave length L 3.312m
Characteristics wave celerity C 2.11m/s
Focusing position / time xf / tf
12.4m / 20.832s (Impact after breaking, S1)
12.45m / 20.857s (Impact upon breaking, S2)
12.8m / 20.902s (Impact before breaking, S3)
(and hence the wave breaking location) so as to investigate the characteristics of wave impact on a structure110
with the wave forms before the impact occurs. Once the target wave is specified, a transfer function (Biesel111
and Suquet, 1951) is used to compute the wave paddle motion. The focusing time tf is determined in such112
a way that the paddle motion is zero when t = 0. In the experiments, the actual wave paddle displacements113
are measured by a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT). As shown in Fig. 2, the measured paddle114
motion matches well with the theoretical paddle motion. It shows the precision of the paddle control system.115
Based on measured paddle motion, the wave paddle velocities are computed and used as the excitation input116
in the numerical simulations.117




0.2  LVDT measurement











Figure 2: Wave paddle motion: control system input VS. LVDT of S2 measurement.
Three wave packets are generated and the associated parameters are presented in Table 1. Those three118
wave packets have the same wave frequency and amplitude components. The difference between them is119
the focal position (and hence focal time). Particularly, in S1 the wave packet focuses at a nearest position120
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from the wave paddle. Wave packets S2 and S3 focus at a middle and furthest position, respectively. The121
focal positions of three cases are designed such that the wave breaks already (S1), just breaks (S2) and122
does not break yet (S3) in the wave interaction with the structure. This allows an investigation on how the123
wave profile (upon wave impact occurs) affects the dynamic wave impact process, by keeping the same wave124
energy input (Hu et al., 2017).125
2.3. Experimental results126


































Figure 3: Experimental wave elevations with different inputted signals (S1, S2, S3): (a) WG1; (b) WG3.
As shown in Fig. 3, the time histories of wave elevation at WG1 and WG3 of three cases are presented.127
Due to the wave focusing, a large wave appears at WG3 with the amplitude of almost 0.197 m. The subtle128
difference between the three cases is the phase lag revealed in Table 1 and the magnitude of wave height. The129
waves of S1 and S2 possess a similar wave height while the wave of S3 has a smaller wave height compared130
to those of S1 and S2. The maximal wave height occurs in S1, shown in Fig. 3(b), is about 0.34 m, resulting131
in a very high wave steepness (about 0.1). The larger wave steepness easily leads to wave breaking.132
Fig. 4 gives the snapshots of wave profile during the transiting period when the wave approaches and133
interacts with the platform. The wave of S2 breaks as soon as it impacts the deck, while the wave of S3134
is non-breaking when it reaches the front wall of the deck. For the wave of S1, it impacts the front wall of135
the deck after breaking. The waves of S1 and S2 show the breaking features, whereas the wave of S3 is still136
developing in front of the deck. In addition, the waves of S1 and S2 entrap more air than that of S3. The137
air entrapment has a significant influence on the impact pressure, which will be discussed later. Based on138
those features and the categorization from Hu et al. (2017), these three wave impacts can be classified as139
the corresponding types. The impacts of S1 and S2 correspond to large air pocket impact while the impact140
of S3 belongs to slightly-breaking impact.141
Fig. 5 shows the time histories of pressure at four stations under three wave conditions. For the pressure142







Figure 4: Snapshots of the wave impact process for the three wave scenarios. Left column: S1; middle column: S2;
right column: S3.
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Figure 5: Comparison of pressure among three types of plunging waves (S1, S2, S3) at various positions: (a) BP1;
(b) BP2; (c) FP1; (d) FP2.
































Figure 6: Occurrence of maximal pressure among three types of plunging waves.
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Table 2: Maximal positive and negative pressures in the three cases.
Stations
Maximal positive pressure /kpa Maximal negative pressure /kpa
S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3
BP1 4.648 3.946 3.846 -1.468 -1.836 -1.368
BP2 6.501 4.332 5.933 -2.178 -1.551 -3.067
FP1 6.475 8.184 5.126 -0.957 -0.399 -0.236
FP2 11.475 12.162 7.532 -2.493 -3.204 -1.015
the maximal positive and negative pressures are listed in Table 2. In addition to the impact pressure, this144
station is also subjected to suction pressure (negative), which is about 2.0 kpa in three situations. Secondly,145
Fig. 5(b) shows the pressure at another station on the bottom surface, which is farther downstream than146
BP1. As BP2 is closer to the water front underneath the deck in the wave propagation, the interaction147
between the wave front and bottom wall of deck is stronger. Thus, BP2 captures a larger peak pressure148
value than BP1. At BP2, the suction pressure approaches 3.0 kpa, but with the shorter time duration than149
that at BP1. In addition, an evident pressure oscillation around t = 18.8 s is observed when the wave impacts150
the bottom wall in S3. It may be caused by the entrained air around the bottom wall, which is easy to be151
formed in S3 (see Fig. 4(o)). The mechanism is similar to the pressure oscillation on the front wall of the152
platform (see the FP2 result in Fig. 5). The phenomenon was also pointed out by Faltinsen et al. (2004)153
and Lind et al. (2015).154
The pressures on the front wall are presented in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d), where the higher maximal pressure155
values than those along the bottom surface are observed and approaching 12.0 kpa. The magnitude at FP1156
is slightly smaller than that at FP2. As the position of FP1 is lower than FP2, FP1 is easily submerged157
by the water in the wave impact process and affected less by the air cavity than FP2. Thus, the station158
FP1 captures a smaller peak pressure. Compared with Fig. 5(c), there exists the larger negative pressure in159
Fig. 5(d). Both the negative pressures at BP2 and FP2 are higher than those at BP1 and FP1. It may be160
caused by the more air entrained around the positions BP2 and FP2 (see Fig. 4), which easily leads to the161
pressure oscillation. The pressure oscillation may be induced by the escape or inflation of air cavity around162
the bottom and front walls. The phenomenon was also pointed out by Chan and Melville (1988) and Hu163
et al. (2017).164
The peak pressures and their time instants of occurrence of the three cases are plotted in Fig. 6. In all165
three cases, the maximal pressure occurs at FP2. The maximal pressure at BP1 appears earlier than those166
at FP1 and FP2, while the pressure at BP2 approaches its maximum later than those at FP1 and FP2. The167
station FP1 contacts the water earliest and the wave impact on the front wall occurs successively after that168
at FP1. And BP2 is farther than BP1 and the front wall. Thus, the wave impact at BP2 occurs at last.169
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2.4. Pressure Oscillation170
The last subsection shows the pressure oscillation observed at FP2 for the waves of S1 and S2. More171
details are reflected in Fig.7, where the pressure oscillation is zoomed in. The pressure time history reveals172
a stable oscillation period T = 0.011 s for both the waves of S1 and S2. Both Topliss et al. (1993) and173
Abrahamsen and Faltinsen (2012) derived the formula of the natural frequency for the air pocket on a174
vertical wall, in which the shape of air pocket was assumed to be a semi-circle. Abrahamsen and Faltinsen175
(2012) also claimed that the frequency is related to the shape of air cavity and water surface outside the air176
cavity. Lugni et al. (2010) threw a deep insight into the mechanism of the pressure oscillation.177
According to Lugni et al. (2010), the pressure oscillation is divided into three regimes: The first peak178
(Regime A), the damped oscillation (Regime B), and small amplitude fluctuation (Regime C). Similarly, the179
pressure oscillation in the present experiment is categorized in three regimes: the first peak (Regime I, first180
period), the damped oscillation (Regime II, the subsequent four periods), and small amplitude fluctuation181
(Regime III, after five periods). In Regime I, the peak pressure is induced by the closure of the air cavity,182
which causes very large acceleration of water to the front wall. The second regime (Regime II) is the183
damped oscillation, in which the amplitude is strongly related to the wave front evolution. Thus, the air184
cavity evolution influences the pressure amplitude as the wave front evolution is affected by the air cavity185
evolution. In Fig. 7, the oscillation is not strictly damped that the trough shifts downward at the fourth186
period both for the waves of S1 and S2. For Fig. 7(a), the oscillation continues to be damped after the fourth187
period while the troughs of fourth and fifth period in Fig. 7(b) are still shifting downward. The remaining188
part (Regime III) governed by the gravity on the water volume along the front wall, resulting in very small189
amplitude fluctuation.190































Figure 7: Detail of pressure oscillation at FP2 of the wave of S1 and S2: (a) S1; (b) S2.
To elucidate the mechanism of air cavity evolution, the snapshots of air cavity for five periods in Regime191
I and II are listed in Fig. 8. The shape of air cavity is marked by the red line. In S1, the air cavity appears192
around two corners of the front wall while the air cavity just surrounds the upper corner of the front wall193
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Table 3: Maximal pressure on the front wall..
S1 Area of air cavity (cm2) Amplitude (kpa) S2 Area of air cavity Amplitude (kpa)
1T 78 11.552 1T 72 12.259
2T 51 7.011 2T 49 8.089
3T 43 4.835 3T 40 5.568
3T 58 3.098 4T 43 3.687
3T 54 2.035 5T 51 1.946
for the S2 case. The area of air cavity of S1 is larger than that of S2. In the first three periods for both S1194
and S2 cases, the air cavity becomes smaller that the air escapes through the wave front. From the fourth195
period, the air cavity is inflated. Generally, the air inflation would result in the enlarged negative pressure196
value.197
As indicated by Lugni et al. (2010), the pressure amplitude is highly dependent on the wave front198
evolution. It also means that the air cavity influences the pressure amplitudes because of the close relationship199
between the wave front evolution and air cavity. Thus, the area of air cavity is tracked to evaluate the pressure200
amplitudes. Orthogonal grids of uniform spacing are attached to the high-resolution images of wave snapshot201
to roughly estimate the area of air entrapment zone, as shown in Fig. 9. As the boundary (red line) of the202
air cavity is figured out, the area enclosed can be computed by counting the number of air cavity.203
The area of air cavity and the amplitude of peak pressure for the cases of S1 and S2 are presented in204
Table 3. The amplitudes decrease monotonically while the area of air cavity decreases first and increases at205
last two periods. It is recalled that the phenomena in Fig. 7, Fig. 7(a) just shows one enlarged trough while206
Fig. 7(b) reveals two enlarged troughs. The reason may be the inflation of the air cavity, as indicated in207
Table 3. The air cavity of S1 becomes larger from 43 to 58 cm2 and reduces to 54 cm2. The air cavity of208
S2 continues to increase from 40 to 43 and 51. That is why S1 experienced one trough shifting downward209
while there are two troughs shifting downward in S2. If the value in Table 3 is normalized by maximal value210
in each column, the normalized scatter spots can be plotted in Fig. 10. In the first three periods, both the211
pressure amplitude and area of air cavity decrease. After the third period, the area of air cavity is inflating212
while the damped pressure amplitude is decreasing.213
2.5. Repeatability test214
Several studies have reported the variability of wave impact pressure in different repeats of the same case215
(Chan and Melville, 1988; Chan, 1994). The variations are mainly attributed to the experimental errors (e.g.216
real paddle motion and the initial condition of the fluid domain) and the randomness in the breaking-wave217
kinematics. To check the repeatability of the present experiment. S2 was repeated for three times. Before218
each test, the water in the wave flume is stationary so as to minimize the error from this factor. Because219
of those operations, the experimental errors in this repeat test are negligible. The pressure time histories of220
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Figure 8: Snapshots of the air cavity evolution for two tests of S1 and S2. Left column: S1; Right Column: S2. The
red solid line encloses the air cavity.
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Figure 9: Sketch of the orthogonal grids attached to the wave snapshot to roughly estimate the area of air cavity.
The solid black line stands for the shape of deck; The red line encloses the shape of air cavity.
































Figure 10: The relation between the pressure amplitude and area of air cavity.
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three repeats are shown in Fig.11. The maximum variance in the whole time series is Fig.11(b), which is221
quite small. From Fig. 11, it can be seen that the pressure histories at the four measurement locations have222
almost the same general features and peak values although some minor differences exist. This is different223
from Chan and Melville (1988) and Chan (1994) who reported that the maximal pressure can vary by more224
than 100%. If the pressure variability does exist, one possible reason is that the measuring diaphragm (a225
circle of diameter 18mm) of the pressure sensor used in this study measures the average pressure of a finite226
area and hence the randomness in the extreme wave impact is filtered out. To reveal the detailed physics of227
this phenomenon, future researches are needed.228
The repeatability can be further supported by the wave shape, as shown in Fig.12. The figure lists out229
the wave shapes for three tests when the wave is impacting the deck. The snapshots in each column present230
very similar wave shape, especially the wave front and the air entrained. In other words, the wave shape231
shows less variability for three repeating tests.232























































Figure 11: Repeatability test of pressure evolution at four gauges under the signal S2. Three test are presented.
3. Numerical simulation233
In the numerical simulation, a Navier-Stokers solver combining with a level set method (Archer and234
Bai, 2015) is adopted to simulate the two-phase flow. The structure is modeled by an improved immersed235
boundary method from Yan et al. (2018). The detail is as follows.236
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Figure 12: Snapshots of the wave impact process for three tests of S2. First row: Test1; middle row: Test2; third
row: Test3.
3.1. Two-phase flow solver237
For the 2D incompressible viscous fluid motion, the Navier-Stokes equations are used as the governing238
















+ gi + fi, (2)




where ui is the fluid motion velocity, located at the cell center face in a staggered grid system, xi the orthog-241
onal coordinate in space, t the time. For the variables at the cell center, p is the pressure, gi the acceleration242
of gravity, ρ the fluid density, τij the viscous stress components with the use of the Cartesian notation.243
Besides, fi is the momentum added around an immersed boundary interface to model the structures.244
A finite difference method is utilized to discretize the Navier-Stokes equations. The above variables are245
updated by a fractional step method (Archer and Bai, 2015). More details about discretizations are shown246
in Archer and Bai (2015) and Yan et al. (2018).247
To capture the complicated wave surface, the level set method is adopted with the definition of a scalar248
distance function φ, which is to measure the shortest distance from the grid cell center to the interface. The249








In the convective equation, the term ∂φ∂xi is treated numerically by the fifth-order HJ-WENO scheme251
(Jiang and Peng, 2000). To continue, the value of φ at the next time-step can be updated by a third-order252
RK-TVD scheme, as indicated by Archer and Bai (2015).253
3.2. Immersed boundary treatment254
For the fluid-structure interaction, the solid phase is realized by adding a momentum forcing term near255
the boundary. The position of velocity vector that adds the forcing momentum term is defined as the forcing256
point. As the velocity vector is based on the staggered grid system, the boundary can not always coincide257
with the forcing points. Thus, the momentum forcing term should be calculated at the forcing points rather258
than enforced directly. Firstly, the forcing points ought to be located. To present a brief procedure for the259
forcing point search, Fig. 13 shows a sketch for illustration. In the figure, the line segment x1-x2 indicates260
the boundary and the solid phase is represented by the shadowed area. The procedure for locating forcing261









Figure 13: Illustration of the location and determination of imposed forcing component.
Since the forcing point is known, the predicted forcing component at the forcing point is based on the263





where RHS is a sum of the convective, viscous, pressure gradient and body force terms in Eq. 2, the265
superscript n-1 denotes the value at the previous time step, and uf is the velocity at the forcing point.266
If the forcing point is on the solid boundary, such as Point A in Fig. 13, uf = uA. Otherwise, uf has to267
be calculated via the interpolation procedure from the surrounding flow field. Thus, the value of uf can268
be interpolated via the velocities at Points B and D. Finally, the enforced momentum forcing term fi is269
obtained.270
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3.3. Comparison of experimental and numerical results271
The numerical model is validated against the experimental data. In the numerical simulations, in the272
region between the wave maker and the rear of the platform, the uniform mesh sizes along the horizontal273
and vertical directions are chosen to be 0.01 m and 0.005 m, respectively. In the rest area, the grid intervals274
of 0.02 m and 0.01 m in the horizontal and vertical directions are adopted. These grids ensure that the wave275
free surface can be captured and the structure can be modeled with good accuracy. For all three cases, the276
simulation of process of 20 s takes about 24 hours on a desktop PC with the CPU of Intel(R) Core i7-6700.277
As shown in Fig. 14, the wave elevations at WG1 and WG3 predicted by the present numerical model are in278
generally good agreement with the experimental measurements except that the wave crests and troughs are279
slightly underestimated with the difference about 4.1% and 2.8% at WG1 and WG3 respectively. Such small280
difference is probably due to the error of input signal. In the numerical simulation, the wave is generated by281
the velocity signal of wave paddle, while the experiment provides the displacement signal of wave paddle. The282
transformation from the displacement signal to velocity signal is carried out by the numerical differentiation283
over time where the error may occur. From the cases of S1 and S2, a minor difference between inputted284
signals could lead to the significant difference in wave elevations and pressures, as indicated in Figs. 4 and 5.285
Fig. 15 shows the comparison of pressure time history between the experimental and numerical data. The286
trend of experimental pressure is captured well by the numerical model and the pressure magnitude at all287
four stations are underestimated. For the pressure at FP2, the impulse value is captured better than those288
at other three stations. Although the differences between the numerical and experimental wave elevations289
are generally small in Fig. 14, they may continue to grow just in front of the platform, which will cause a290
relatively larger discrepancy in wave impact pressures. In addition, the resolution of measurement equipment291
for wave elevation and pressure is also different. Finer mesh sizes have been tried, but the numerical results292
are very similar to the present ones. The pressure oscillation in the experiment is not reproduced (see293
Fig. 15(j) and Fig. 15(k)), because the air compressibility is not considered in the numerical model. In294
general, the developed numerical model is able to capture the key features of the wave elevation and impact295
pressure during a plunging wave impact process. Using the validated model, more detailed investigations on296
the wave impact pressure on the platform are conducted, as elaborated in the following two subsections.297
3.4. Pressure distribution on the structure298
It is costly and sometimes practically impossible to do a fine-resolution measurement of the pressure299
distribution on a structure. In contrast, such work can be done easily once a reliable numerical model is300
developed. Based on the validated numerical model, the pressure distributions at typical time instants on301
the front and bottom walls in the three cases are studied as shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17.302
Firstly, the pressure distributions along the vertical front wall under the three wave scenarios are presented303
in Fig. 16. Fig. 16(a) captures a peak value 10.21 kpa around y = 0.832 m on the front wall in S1, which is304






















Figure 14: Comparison between the experimental and numerical wave elevations with for signal S2: (a) WG1; (b)
WG3.
large cavity surrounding the front wall, resulting in the largest pressure value. The wave of S2 impacts the306
front wall slightly later than that at S1 but the pressure distribution along the front wall is slightly different307
compared with Fig. 16(a). Fig. 16(b) captures a high peak value of 9.01 kpa, close to the instant t = 18.66308
s Fig. 4. The Shape of Fig.16(b) is more like a pinnacle with a broader band than that in Fig. 16(a). In S3,309
the wave is not breaking yet when impacting on the platform (close to the instant t = 18.70 s Fig. 4), which310
leads to a distinguished wave impact pressure pattern, as shown in Fig.16(c). It is no longer an impulse in311
Fig. 16(a) or a pinnacle in Fig. 16(b). The maximal pressure value is located at t = 18.7 s, y = 0.859 m.312
As the bottom end of the front wall is still subjected to the propagating wave impact, the pressure value313
remains about 2.0 kpa at y = 0.75 m in Fig. 16(b) and Fig. 16(c).314
The pressure distributions along the bottom wall under the three wave scenarios are presented in Fig. 17.315
For all 9 subfigures, with the distance far from the front wall (the upstream end of the bottom wall), the316
pressure begins to increase, reaching a maximum at a certain position, and reduces sharply to zero. The317
reason is that the whole bottom of the deck is not fully soaked. The part of the bottom wall contacting water318
is subjected to the larger pressure impact while the part contacting air bears very small pressure (almost319
zero). The pressure approaches the maximum at the demarcation point between the water and air on the320
bottom wall. The maximal pressure (3.47 kpa) on the bottom wall of S1 occurs at t = 18.7 s, x = 13.80321
m in Fig. 17(b). For the S2 wave scenario, the maximal pressure value (approximately 3.38 kpa) occurs in322
Fig. 17(d) at one end rather than in the middle of the bottom wall. As the corner connected to the front323
and bottom wall is still subjected to the wave impact in S2, a very high pressure is captured in the upstream324
end of bottom wall. But in Fig. 17(d), a peak pressure is captured at t = 18.7 s with the magnitude of 3.17325
kpa. In S3, The maximal pressure 3.16 kpa occurs at t = 18.75 s, x = 14.12 m. Those maximal pressures326
will be discussed in Fig. 18.327







































































Figure 15: Comparison of impact pressures on the front (FP1 & FP2) and bottom (BP1 & BP2) walls of the platform
for the 3 wave scenarios (left: S1; middle: S2; right: S3).
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Figure 16: Pressure distributions along vertical front wall under the three wave scenarios: (a) S1. (b) S2; (c[]) S3.
















































































































































Figure 17: Pressure distributions along the horizontal bottom wall. Up row: S1; middle row: S2; bottom row: S3.
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are presented in Fig. 18. In Fig. 18(a), the time interval of maximal pressure between S2 and S3 is almost329
two times of that between S1 and S2. The peak pressure bearing point moves upwards along the front wall330
from S1 to S3. Fig. 18(b) collects the maximal pressure points along the bottom wall. The maximal values331
for S1 and S2 occur at the very close position (x = 14.12 m). However, for S2, a special case happens that332
the maximal value occurs at one end of the bottom wall, rather than at the position around x = 14.11 m.333
At x = 14.11 m, S2 can still capture a peak value of 3.17 kpa, smaller than 3.38 kpa. The overall sequence334
of maximal pressure is S1 > S2 > S3.335












































Figure 19: Sketch of force and moment directions on the platform.
In addition, the horizontal and vertical forces and moment (calculated on the rear of platform deck)336
on the platform are evaluated by integrating the wave impact pressure on the whole platform, which are337
presented in Fig. 20. To be clearly, the directions of force and moment on the platform are indicated in338
Fig. 19. These three sub-figures show the similar feature to the time histories of impact pressure. The time339
intervals of peak value among different wave impacts are the same indicated in Fig. 5. The only difference is340
that the wave impact S3 imposes the largest force and moment on the deck, as the area subjected to impact341
22
is larger. As the wave of S2 leads to the smaller impact pressure, an integration of impact pressure over the342
whole contact area is a little bit smaller. It is also observed that the loads of S3 are larger than those of S1343
and S2 (entrained more air). The magnitude of the force or moment is S3 > S1 > S2.344






































Figure 20: Horizontal, vertical force, and moment on the deck.
3.5. Pressure maximum345
For the purpose of practical application, it is important to analyze the wave impact pressure or force as a346
dimensionless parameter. Two significant studies are Blackmore and Hewson (1984) and Cuomo et al. (2010).347
The peak pressures on the front wall of the box-shape structure in the present study are normalized by the348
approaches in these two studies, and compared with the documented peak pressure ranges, as presented in349
Table 4. The normalized pressure of S1 and S2 is larger than that of S1. And the wave scenarios S1 and S2350
entrain the air while there is little air entrapped in S3. It reveals that the air presence enlarges the impact351
23
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pressure, consistent with the conclusions in Wood Deborah et al. (2000) and Bredmose et al. (2015). It352
also finds that the maximal pressures on a fixed box structure under the plunging wave circumstances of353
this study are located in the observed pressure ranges by Blackmore and Hewson (1984) and Cuomo et al.354
(2010). The normalized pressure from Chan (1994) deviates much from the range 1∼10. It also reflects the355
bad repeatability of experiments, stated in Subsection 2.4. Conducting more work so as to figure out a more356
accurate peak pressure range for the box-shape structure is of great significance, which will be the future357
work.358
4. Conclusions359
The paper investigates the plunging wave impacts on a box-shape structure experimentally and numeri-360
cally. Three impact scenarios are studied, i.e. impact after wave breaking (S1), impact upon wave breaking361
(S2), and impact before wave breaking (S3). Both experimental and numerical results show that the impacts362
of S1 and S2 possess the similar pressure magnitudes. The front wall bears the larger impact pressure than363
the bottom wall. The pressure oscillation is observed on the front wall that it is strongly correlated with364
the evolution of air cavity by examining the area of air cavity. The existence of air cavity results in the365
larger maximal positive and negative pressure. The amplified pressure easily causes the local damages to the366
designed structure. In addition, the repeatability test of S2 are carried out for three times that the pressure367
time histories repeat well. The numerical results from an improved immersed boundary method is compared368
with the experiment. A roughly good agreement is obtained for the wave elevations. The numerical method369
captures the key features of impact pressures. The numerical pressure distributions reflect that the pressure370
distributions on the front wall under three wave scenarios follow different modes. However, it is very similar371
for the pressure distributions on the bottom wall under the three wave scenarios.372
Finally, two normalizations for pressure maximum are presented that the present normalized pressure373
maximums are located in the corresponding range of Blackmore and Hewson (1984) and Cuomo et al. (2010).374
However, the normalized pressure maximum from Chan (1994) is much larger than the present result. It375
also deviates much from the range of 1 ∼ 10. By the comparison of the maximal impact pressures among376
three wave scenarios, the presence of aeration indeed increases the impact pressure maximum.377
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